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Introduction 
Isbell introduced in [8] the concept of topological topology in order to classify 
adjoint endofunctors of Top (=category of topological spaces and continuous 
maps). The first author used Isbell's result in [ 13] and [14], to characterize monoidal 
dosed and biclosed structures on Top in terms of 'good functorial choices' of topo- 
logical topologies (for any topological space). Since any cocontinuous functor is 
completely determined by its value on a dense subcategory, then, there is a strict 
connection between the problem of determining the number of monoidal biclosed 
structures of Top, and that of describing all topological topologies for spaces of a 
dense subcategory of Top. 
Our aim is to show the existence of a 'good' dense subcategory L of Top, with 
the property that any space in L admits the pointwise topology as the finest topo- 
logical topology. 
As a simple consequence, we obtain a result of unicity for monoidal biclosed 
structures on Top. 
Finally, we prove that for a large class of L-spaces, the Scott topology is strictly 
finer than the compact-open (= pointwise) topology. Other Hausdorff examples of 
this fact do not seem to be known. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall the concept of topo- 
logical (= Isbell) topology and state some basic properties; in Section 2 we establish 
the connection between topological topologies and biclosed structures; in Section 3 
we prove the main result, showing the existence of a dense class of topological 
spaces for which the Isbell topologies are suitably classificable, and, finally, in Sec- 
tion 4 the comparison of the finest Isbell topology to the Scott topology, for any 
N-incomplete uniform ultraspace of L, is made. 
After this research was completed, we knew that in a forthcoming paper [3], 
(~in~ura obtained, with different echniques, related results to those of Section 2, 
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in the case of any epireflective subcategory of Top. 
We want to thank F. Rossi for some helpful conversations on the subject of this 
paper. 
1. lsbeil topologies 
For any topological space X, we shall denote by 3 the lattice of open sets of X, 
by A,B, C, ... elements of 3 and by 3" an arbitrary topology on 3. Further, for any 
set T, we shall write < T) to denote the filter of neighbourhoods of T, {B ~ z: B 3 T}. 
1.1. Definition [8].z* is an Isbell topology (or topological topology) iff it makes ar- 
bitrary union and finite intersection, continuous maps. 
Examples. (a) Let Xe  Top and g= {F} be a family of filters of open sets. If any 
Fe  J i s  a compact filter (i.e. Ui¢IAiEF= Ui¢ jA i6F ,  J c  I and  Ja  finite set), and 
the following condition is satisfied: 
A UBeF  = there exist filters F1,F2, finite intersection of elements of 
.~, such that A ~ F t, B e F 2 and Flt') F 2 c_ F, 
then the topology 3* ~, having ~-as an open subbase, is a topological topology on 
3 [131, [17]. 
(b) If ~-= {<K)}r~,, where ~ is a family of compact subsets of X, verifying the 
following condition: 
A UB~_K, Ke~= there exist K1,K2, finite unions of elements of ~, 
such that K 1 c_ A, K 2 c_ B and K c K1 U K2, 
then 3* is an Isbell topology. 
Of course (b) is a particular case of (a); if X is an Hausdorff space, (a) and (b) 
are equivalent [8]. 
Families ~, satisfying conditions of (b), are given in the following examples (c), 
(d) and (e). 
(c) ~= {all compact subsets of (X, 31), with •l a T2-topology finer than z}. IfX 
is an Hausdorff space and q = 3, then ~= {all compact subsets of X} and the 
associated Isbell topology is the compact-open topology 3c*o.. 
(d) A particular case of (c) is JY= {all finite subsets of X}. The associated Isbeli 
topology is the pointwise topology 3p. 
(e) ~r= {{x0}}, for some xo~X. If X is the singleton space { • }, then the Isbell 
topology determined by 5= { { • } }, is the Sierpinski topology. 
(f) If ~ is the empty family, then the associated Isbell topology is the indiscrete 
one. 
1.2. Proposition. A topology 3" on ~ is an Isbell topology iff  it verifies the following 
conditions. 
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Ii" The union map U, and the intersection map N, are continuous from (r, r*) x 
(r, r*) to (r, r*). 
I2(a): For any ~¢er*, if Ui~/Aie~/, then there exists a finite subset Jc_ I such 
that UiejAi 6sj. 
12(t,): For any a 'e  r*, A ~ ~/, if B -g A then B ~ ~/. 
proof. Let z* be an Isbell topology; in order to prove I2(a) , consider de  r* and 
Ui~/A i~.  From continuity of the arbitrary union map U, it follows that there 
exists a base neighbourhood f¢= I[iei ~i of (Ai)ie I in the product opology 1-Ii~/r* 
(z/*= r* for any i), such that, if Bi~ ~i, then Ui¢lBi 6~¢; further ~i e r*, Aie ~i for 
any i ~ I and ~i #: r only for a finite number of indexes (we denote by J this finite 
subset of I). Since the family (Bi)i~i, with Bi=A i for i~ J  and Bi=O for iOiJ, is in 
~, then it follows that Ui~IBi = UiejAiff~/, SO I2(a) follows. 
Now, in order to prove I2(b) let A be in ~/and B_9 A. Of course all the previous 
analysis holds for (Ai)i~i, with Ai=A, for any i~L and I a fixed infinite set. We 
always denote by ff the associated neighbourhood; then (Bi)ieI,  with Bi =A if i ~ J 
and Bi-'-B if icJ ,  is in ~, so B= UielBi is in ~¢. 
Conversely, let r* be a topology on r, such that 11, I2ta) and I2(b) are satisfied; by 
induction we get the continuity of finite union and intersection, so what we still have 
to prove is that, given any infinite set 1, the union map 
U" T-[ (ri, r*)--* (r, r*) 
iel  
with (Z" i, Z*)= (Z, "t'*) for any i, is continuous. 
If ~/~ r* and UielZiEd,  then by I2(a) there exists a finite subset J of I such that 
UiejAiE~/. Consider the union map 
0" [I (ri, r/*)--,(r, r*) 
ieJ 
with (ri, r/*)= (r, r*) for any i. 
Since we know that U is continuous, there exists a base neighbourhood ~ '= 
l'IieJ cC; of (ai)ie J in the product topology II/ej r*, r *= r*, such that Aie ~' and, 
ifBie ~'/for any ie J ,  then UiejBiE~¢. NOW, we define (for any ieI),  ~i = (if; if 
ieJ and ~ i=r  if ie~J; then (Zi) ie i6 ~/= IIi~ I c~i; further if (Bi)iEze ~, then 
UiejBiea' because (Bi)ieje ~' and therefore by I2tb), Ui~tBied. [] 
1.3. Definition. A subset ~'__ r is said to verify the condition (C) if f, for any family 
(Ai)i~i, I#:fl, and any A e~', if UieIAi-gA, then there exists a finite nonempty 
subset Jc_I, such that Ui~jAie~'. 
We shall say that r* verifies the compactness condition iff any ~'~ r* satisfies (C). 
Since the conditions I2(a) and I2co) are clearly equivalent o the compactness con- 
dition for r*, then, from Proposition 1.2., it follows: 
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1.4. Corollary. A topology z* on z is an Isbell topology i f f  the conditions I 1 and 
I2: r* verifies the compactness condition 
are satisfied. 
We note that I2(a) and I2(b) are preserved under finite intersection and arbitrary 
union. Therefore it is enough to check them on a subbase of r*. This also means 
that the set of all ~/c r which verify 12 is a topology on r; it is the Scott topology 
of [5] and [16] (denoted by Q). Therefore, the Corollary 1.4 can be restated saying 
that an Isbell topology is precisely a topology on r which verifies I1 and is coarser 
than £2. So, as an obvious consequence, 1"2 is finer than any Isbell topology; we know 
that/2 is not in general an Isbell topology (i.e., it does not satisfy Il) [8].) We shall 
also provide an example in Section 4. 
2. Biclosed structures on the category of topological spaces 
We recall that a monoidal category (V, ®,/ ,  a, l, r) [6], is said to be biclosed if 
every - ® X, and every X® - ,  has a right adjoint, respectively denoted by [X, -] 
and by [X,-1. 
When V is symmetric, it is biclosed if closed, with [X, - ]  = [X, -D (see also [11]). 
If V=Top,  applying Isbell's Theorem on adjoint endofunctors of Top [8], 
we get that any monoidal biclosed structure determines a pair of functors 
[- ,  2], [- ,  2] : Top°~Top (2 is a Sierpinski space), such that, for any Xe  Top, [X,2] 
and IX, 2l are topological spaces on the set r = {open sets of X}, and their topologies 
are Isbell topologies. (For more details see also [13].) 
It is known by [1] and [7] that, in the case of Top, a proper class of different 
monoidal closed structures can be produced. What about biclosed structures? To 
give an answer to this question, we first state the following. 
2.1. Definition. A (full) subcategory L of Top is dense in Top iff the coreflective hull 
of L in Top is Top itself ([11] and [12]). 
It is known [1, Theorem 5.2, p. 45], that the coreflective hull of any nonempty 
L c_ Top can be characterized as the class of all quotients of topological sums of 
spaces in L. 
Since the internal horn [- ,  2] of a biclosed structure, carries colimits (and their 
colimiting cones) to limits (and limiting cones), then if L is dense in Top, for any 
XeTop,  we obtain 
[X, 2]-= [Limi Y~, 21 = Limi[Y, 2] 
with Yi ~ L for any i; so the functor [- ,  2] : Top ° ~ Top is completely determined by 
its value on L. Since, by [8, Theorem 1.4, p. 324], the Isb¢ll topologies IX, 2] (for' 
any X E Top) are sufficient o reconstruct the biclosed structure, then the following 
holds. 
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2.2. Proposition. Any monoidal biclosed structure on Top is completely determined 
by the restriction o f  the functor [-, 2] to a dense subcategory o f  Top. 
Consider now a dense class [_, with the further property that, for any Ye [., there 
is no Isbell topology on z= {open sets of Y} finer than the pointwise. In Section 
3 we will show that such a class L exists. The 'good' properties of l_ imply the follow- 
ing. 
2.3. Theorem. There is exactly one monoidal biclosed structure on Top. 
Proof. Let (Top, ®, [ - , - ] ,  i - , - ] )  be a biclosed structure on Top; we denote by 
X [] Y the product set of X and Y with the separate continuity topology, and by 
[X,Z]p the set HOmTop(X,Z) with the pointwise topology. It is easy to see [15, 
p. 2], that for any X, YeTop, X [ ]  Y has a finer topology than X®Y.  Then, 
because of the adjunctions -®X~ [X, - ] ,  X®-  -~ |X, - ]  and "- E]X=X [] - -~ 
[X,-]p, it follows that [X, Z| and [X, Z|  have topologies which are finer than the 
pointwise, for any X,Z~Top.  If Z=2 and XeL,  we get [X,2]=|X,2|=[X,2]p 
where [X, 2]p is the pointwise Isbell topology on the set of open sets of X. 
By Proposition 2.2, the result follows. [] 
2.4. Corollary. There is exactly one symmetric monoidal closed structure on Top. 
Of course, the unique structure of 2.3 and 2.4 is the canonical structure 
(Top, 7], [-, -]p). 
3. The dense class of uniform ultraspaces 
For any infinite cardinal a and filter J- (or ultrafilter ~,) on a, the associated 
filter-space (X, ~)  (or ultraspace (X, ~//)) is defined as follows: X=aU { • }; {x} is 
open for all x~ a, and {A U { • }: A ~ J (or ~/)} is the filter of all neighbourhoods 
of ,. 
/ f  ~r is uniform, then (X, ~ is called a uniform filter-space (or uniform ultra- 
space). 
3.1. Definition. L= {all uniform ultraspaces (X, ~) on infinite cardinals a, with 
a>o~}. 
3.2. Proposition. L is a dense subcategory of  Top. 
Proof. It is known, and easy to see, that the coreflective hull of the class k~ = 
{filter-spaces on infinite cardinals a} is Top. It is also true that any filter-space 
(X, ~) is a quotient of a topological sum of ultraspaces; in fact, if ~b denotes the 
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set of all ultrafilters v~,, with o/~ _~ ~ then the map f :  E ,~/~ (X, ~') ~ (X, 9-), defined 
by 
f 
(x, 
(with iv the canonical injections), is a quotient map (if A ~ ~, then there exists an 
ultrafilter 0~, _~ ~ with A ~ o#). 
What we have still to prove is that any ultraspace (X, ~), on an infinite cardinal 
fl, is a quotient of a uniform ultraspace (Z, ~¢~) on an infinite cardinal a, with a> to. 
Let a be any cardinal > B (where fl > to), and denote by (Y, if(a)) the Fr6chet filter- 
space on t~ O { • }. 
Then, consider the space (Z, -Y]) = (03 x a) U { • }, o//x ~(a)), where 0~, x ~(a) is 
the product defined in [4, p. 156]. If a~ is an ultrafilter on f ix  a, with ~_~ ~,  and 
Pl : flx a~fl  is the first-projection function, then the map Pl : (Z, ~)  ~ (X, ~/) (with 
Pl ( * ) = * ) is a topological quotient (if A #: ~, then 03 \A)  x a ~ ~, so p-I(A) ~ a O. 
Of course, card f lx  a = a and, furthermore, for any B c_ fl × a, if B ~ ~, then 
cardB=a; in fact, if cardf l<a,  then cardp2(B)<a (p2:Bxa~a),  hence 
a \ P2(B) e if(a) and B x (a \ p2(B)) ~ ~,  so, since B~ (a \ p2(B)) is empty, B e ~ - 
a contradiction. Then the result follows. [] 
In order to prove the main result 3.4, we first state the following. 
3.3. Lemma. Consider Xe  Top, ~= {open sets of X} and an Isbell topology r* on 
~. If  .4, j are open (nonempty) sets of ~* satisfying the property 
B, Ce J  = BNC~,  
then, for any lower directed family (Ai)i~i of closed-open sets Ai~ s~ and for any 
A D Ni~lAi, it results Aet .  
Proof. Since X= ~i~iaiu (Ui~IX\ai) and a ~_ Ai¢lai, then A U(UiE,(X\Ai))= 
X~ i~ Since J verifies I2(a), there exists a finite subset J~  I, such that A O 
(Uiej(X\Ai))EsJ. Now, if j~ I  is such that Aj~Ai, for any i~J, then AU 
(X\A j )es~ so (AU(X\A j ) )NAj=ANAj~' ,  hence Ae l ,  for I2tb). [] 
3.4. Theorem. For any (X, °/ )eL,  the pointwise Isbell topology z~ on r={open 
sets of X}, /s the finest Isbell topology. 
Proof. Let z* be an arbitrary Isbell topology on r; we shall prove that z*~ z~. i 
Consider le  z* and A e~'. What we have to show is the existence of a finite sub, 
set F of A such that (F )~ .4. 
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If { * } ~A, since r* verifies the compactness condition and A = ~x~A {x}, with 
{x} er ,  then Ux~e{X}ed, where F is a finite subset of A, so A e<F)c_d. 
Let us consider now the case in which { • } e A. We choose a lower directed se- 
quence {d,,}n~N, dner* ,  such that: 
_ ~'0=d, 
- for any n, ~n+l is an open neighbourhood of A which verifies the condition: 
B, Ced,+ I~ BfIC eW,. 
The possibility of such a choice is trivial consequence of continuity of intersec- 
tion. 
We suppose that, for any BedL, { * } eB;  in fact, if there exists BeWt with 
{, } ~B, then there also exists a finite set Fc_B, with FeWl,  so A ( iFeW,  hence 
A e(A (IF)_cW. 
Denote by d '  the set ~l,  eN W,, it is easy to see that W' is a filter; furthermore, 
if we consider the set F '=  ('/c~x, C, then d '=(F ' ) .  In fact d'__. (F ' )  by definition 
of F' and, conversely, if B _~ F', then, since any Ced'  is closed and open ({ • } ~ C), 
by Lemma 3.3 it follows that Bedn for any n, so Bed'.  
We prove now that the set F '  is a Lindel6f subspaee of X. If UielAi D F', then 
OielAiedn, lz'n, SO there exists, for any n, a finite set I,, c_I such that OielAie 
d,;  putting I '=  UnEN I,,, where I '  is obviously a countable set, it follows that 
Oiei, a iedn  for any n, hence Oiei. A ied'  and so Oiel. aiD_F'. It is easy to see 
that any Lindel6f subspace of X is necessarily countable (it suffices to divide F'  into 
two parts with cardinality > to and to use properties of ultrafilters). 
Now, define A = X \ (F' \ { • }); since a > to, then .4 e ~(a) (= Fr6chet filter on a) 
and, o# being an uniform ultrafilter, A e o#. 
Since X= A O (Ux~ F' \ { * } {X}) e.~/t, there exists a finite set Fc_ F '  \ { • }, such 
that A U (UxEp {x}) ed l .  If F=FU { • }, then (F)  cd .  To prove this fact, suppose 
that B~_F. Then the open set BU(F'\{ • }), containing F', is in d ' ,  hence is also 
in all; since/1 UPed l ,  the intersection open set 
(AUF)n(BU(F'\  { • })) = (A nB)U(FnB)uP  
is in ~'/0=d. For B9  (~]f lB)U(P( IB)UP,  then Bed;  furthermore, since A ed ' ,  
A~_F'~_Fand soAe{F)c_d. [] 
3.5. Remark. Note that we have proved 3.4 without using the continuity of the 
union map. 
4. A remark on Scott topologies for some uniform ultraspaces 
In Section 3, we proved that, for any (X, z)e L, and any Isbell topology r* on r, 
we have r* c_ z~. Remark 3.5 leaves open the question if the continuity assumption 
for the intersection map is necessary for the thesis. Isbell in [8] and [10] proposed 
a similar problem in terms of Scott topologies. 
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It is known that, for any (X, r) ~ Top, there is a finest Isbell topology on r (always 
contained in the Scott topology) and that in 'nice cases' it is just the compact-open 
topology (see [8] and [lO]); we have proved in Section 3 that this is the case for any 
x~t .  
It is clear that if Theorem 3.4 holds without the continuity of the intersection, 
then it would actually say that the Scott topology and the pointwise coincide. There. 
fore the fact that the continuity assumption of the finite intersection map cannot 
be dropped means precisely that the Scott topology is strictly finer than the point- 
wise topology. 
We prove that this last statement is true for a large class of ultraspaces, namely 
for all N-incomplete spaces of L, producing in this way examples of spaces for 
which the Scott topology does not verify condition I 1 of 1.2. We do not know any 
other Hausdorff example of this fact. 
Let us recall that an ultraspace (X, q/) is said to be N-incomplete if q/ is N- 
incomplete [4], i.e., if there exists a family {En}ne N C ~ such that f'),,~NEn=fJ. 
4.1. Proposition. For any N-incomplete uniform ultraspace (X, q/ ) on a cardinal 
a > to, the Scott topology ~2 is strictly finer than the pointwise topology r~. 
Proof. Denote by {E.}.eN a sequence of elements of ~', such that N.~NE,=O 
and card(X\E1)>to. Consider the subset d of r defined by: 
A~W 
(i) * cA ,  
(ii) card(A \ E,)>n for any n. 
Since Xe~/,  J is not empty. Further, ~/trivially verifies the condition I2(b) of 1.2. 
In order to prove that ~¢ verifies I2(a) , consider UielAiEd~/, AiE z'. Denote by j  an 
/-index such that • eAj.  Since Aj \{  ,} e og,, it is easy to see that the set W= 
{ne N, card(Aj\En)<_to} is finite. So, for any n¢~4/, we have card(Aj\En)>n. 
If ~ e~/, card(Aj\En)<_to, and s ince UielAiesJ, there exist ~ points xl,x2, ... ,xn 
of X such that xteEa and xteAi,, 1 <_l<_~. Then the set Aju(Ulst<nAi,) verifies 
the condition (ii) for any n e J  and for n = n. 
Since ~ is finite, repeating the same construction for any a e W, we obtain a finite 
union of Ai verifying (ii) for any n e ~.  
So we have proved that ~e I2. It suffices now to see that ~' is not open in r~. 
If F is any finite subset of X, then, since for any n > card F, the open set FUEn is 
in (F), but not in a', it follows that (F )q : J .  [] 
From what we have just proved, the fact that the continuity condition of the in- 
tersection map cannot be removed from the hypotheses of 3.4 follows. As a trivial 
consequence we finally obtain the following 
4.2. Corollary. For any N-incomplete uniform ultraspace on a cardinal a > to, the 
Scott topology is not topological. 
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We finally point out that the spaces of Corollary 4.2 determine a dense class of 
Top, since one can repeat the arguments of Section 3 restricting oneself to consider 
cardinals a of cofinality oJ; it is clear that in such a case any uniform ultraspace is 
necessarily N-incomplete. 
Therefore, from Corollary 4.2, we trivially get: 
4.3. Corollary. The class of  normal spaces for which the Scott topology is not an 
Isbell topology is dense in Top. 
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